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There’s nothing better than a bright outlook on life.
Elegance patio doors bring that view right to you.

Elegance Patio Door
shown in white,
features a heavy duty
screen with Be erVue
improved visibility
screen mesh.

Optional Blinds
between the panes of
glass means no more
dusting. Ever!

STANDARD

FEATURES

1. Fusion welded frame and panel corners are secure, weathertight,
draft‐free and never pull apart.
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2. Multi‐chambered PVC frame and panels are energy efficient,
maintenance‐free and last a lifetime.
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3. 6” Frame depth provides sturdy structural integrity.
4. Vertical panel rail reinforcement is made of steel for
warp‐free construction.
5. Full height interlock ensures complete protection against air and
water infiltration.
6. 3/4” Double paned insulated tempered glass produces optimal
energy performance.
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7. Intercept warm‐edge spacer system has proven seal integrity
and conducts less heat and cold than other systems.
8. Multiple rows of weatherstripping create a weathertight seal
around the panel edges.
9. Unique monorail heavy‐duty roller system effortlessly handles
the weight of even the heaviest panels.
10. End‐adjustable tandem steel rollers allow custom tuning for
smooth, quiet operation.
11. Neutral wood interior handle and anodized exterior handle set
blends with any home aesthetic and securely latches with a
convenient thumb actuator.
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12. Low‐profile threshold and track cover make ingress and egress
easy and worry‐free.
13. Field reversible construction allows versatility in determining
operating direction. (from outside looking in, left is standard)
14. Heavy duty screen door boasts beefy extruded aluminum frame,
multiple nylon rollers and BetterVue improved visibility mesh.
15. Limited Lifetime Warranty includes coverage of all hardware,
vinyl, glass and screen for as long as you reside in your home.

Standard Sizes
Nominal Size

Door Size

5068

58-3/4” x 79-1/2”

6068

70-3/4” x 79-1/2”

8068

94-3/4” x 79-1/2”
Custom sizes also available
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OPTIONS
Hardware Upgrades

&

Styles

STYLES

Transom

Fixed
Panel

Colors

2 Panel
Door

Upgraded handle with
integrated keyed lock

White

Tan

Bronze
Exterior
Laminate

No more dusting or damaged
blinds! By choosing our optional
blinds, you take
control of privacy,
security and daylight.
Fingertip adjustment
eﬀortlessly operates
tilt, raise and lower
operations

Blinds
Between
the
Glass

Grid Options

(on White)

Grid Patterns
Colonial, Prairie, Diamond, Valance

Grid Materials
(color‐matched
inside and out)

Flat, Georgian

Optional kick‐operated
multi‐position secondary
toe lock

Sturdy aluminum blinds are sealed
between two panes of tempered glass.
Blinds are covered by 10 year warranty
against material and operational defects.
Available in 6068 White only.

Elegance Patio Doors are available with our superb IntelliGlass high
performance glazing system. This eﬃcient combination of Intercept©
Warm Edge spacer system and ClimaGuard high performance Low E
glass provides superb energy eﬃciency by reflecting heat back to its
source. This keeps your home more comfortable year round. See our
IntelliGlass brochure for more details.
Thermal & Structural Performance Data
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Glass Type

U-Factor

SHGC

VLT

Structural
Rating

Clear Glass

.47

.64

.67

R30

IntelliGlass

.29

.30

.57

R30

IntelliGlass Plus

.22

.26

.44

R30

IntelliGlass Supreme

.18

.26

.44

R30

